The Informer

SO YOU THINK THE UNITED STATES STILL HAS A TREASURY?

The article you are about to read with the document, is what I had said in Going After the Wrong People on atgpress, that there is no Secretary of the Treasury of the US. This is the actual document abolishing the real US Treasury in 1921.

This also proves the Secretary was to transfer to the TREASURER many functions of the Treasury. The only thing that exists today is a DEPARTMENT of TREASURY, which IS NOT a Treasury. See Black's Law 5th Ed page 393 for DEPARTMENT and Websters dictionary says;

DEPARTMENT (1) Literally, a separation or division; hence a separate part, or portion;

IRS is only a private corporate entity as listed on Manta and Dun & Bradstreet as the IRS. If you want to write to the Treasury that no longer exists, as you think it should be, try writing to the Federal Reserve as it is now the fiscal agent of the United States A.K.A. Congress when assembled. Fits right in with the government being a private corporation and the Department is not a treasury any longer just called a department of treasury when there is no treasury. Now ask yourself this, when they abolished the real US Treasury, how can a Department exist that calls itself "department of treasury" when there is no Secretary of Treasury? Would you call that fraud? They created the GAO to all the Treasury people could go there, correct? So why not keep the Treasury as the Department and leave all the treasury people there? Because they had to abolish it completely so the private corporation called Federal Reserve could take completely the functions of the real US Treasury that dealt in real money and let the Federal Reserve flood the country with private worthless IOU's called Federal Reserve Notes to pass as money. But fraud had to be created called the DEPARTMENT of treasury to make people think there was still a treasury. Now ask yourself this question, if all was abolished what became of the Treasurer that signs the Federal Reserve Note if they completely abolished the Treasury? Where did she/he go and who does she/he work for? Certainly not the United States Treasury as that's eliminated. So whose treasury is she the Treasurer? Do you really understand the definition of fraud in 37 AM JUR 2nd, 144, 146? 144: "Unquestionably, the concealment of material facts that one, under the circumstances, is bound to disclose may constitute fraud. Indeed, one of the fundamental tenets of the Anglo-Saxon law of fraud is that fraud may be committed by a suppression of the truth, (suppressio veri) as well as by the suggestion of falsehood, (suggestio falsi) " 146: "The principle in the law of fraud as it relates to nondisclosure, that a charge of fraud is maintainable where a party knows material facts, is under the duty, under the circumstances, to speak and disclose his information, but remains silent."

Don't you think you should start asking questions in letters to find out?

The present day General Accounting Office houses all the old treasury people that was created exclusively for them when the private corporation (US) abolished it; see Going after the Wrong People, on atgpress. The PRIVATE Federal Reserve was given the job that Congress abdicated when they installed a private corporation to handle the money, counter to what they were commanded to do by their Constitution. And you say you created it? Bah Humbug!

This is why the IMF, really the UN because it created the IMF / The Bank, now controls the country and has since 1945 when the Governor of the IMF was placed in the office of the Secretary of Treasury. They control all the private corporate courts also and is the reason why one cannot win going against these private corporations. The courts are nothing but controlled equity contract courts as there never has been an Article III Court, ever, in America or the United States courts belonging to the American soil.

The Governor, also known as the "Secretary of the Treasury", who today is Henry Paulson, is a total fraud. The people have no clue that the IRS takes all it's orders from a private foreign organization (IMF) whose governors have been in charge since 1945. The real fraud is that they are NOT a real Secretary of the Treasury of the United States. Paulson used to be at 1111 Constitution Avenue and left to go to the Federal Reserve building, and now can only be reached at the IMF building in Washington. When you write to the Secretary of Treasury you are actually writing to an unelected office as The Governor receives all mail from that alter ego office. It's a mere front for the IMF office as a front for the UN. The reason why the UN is headquartered in the US is the bylaws state that the controlling company (country to you), has to have the most amount of special drawing rights, and have the largest controlling vote. The US has the most money in it and controls, as of 1995, 19.6 percent of the voting stock. And you wonder why the US does not get out of the UN? Hell it is the UN. Why would it want to give up the IMF only to have it come down so hard that they would own what the IMF claims the US owes it in tax interest alone. The Fed Reserve has very little to do with it as you see in the News that the IMF is going to control the Federal Reserve private corporation.
That means Rubin and all past Secretaries of the Treasury since 1945, are foreign entities. But people can't think that the words United States do not appear after the phrase Secretary of the Treasury. So they are not lying as they know people will and have assumed he was, and is the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States. It's still fraud as they had a duty to tell but didn't.

But to whom? YOU! Because the people did not create the con job! The Padelford case said the private person (men and woman) are not parties to that contract, so we can't complain. If we can't complain, then the Secretary has no duty to tell us he is the Governor of the IMF. Nor that only a DEPARTMENT of what once the Treasury exists and is a private corporation. Do you now see how insidious this is and the myth that the common man created the Constitution that Patrick Henry said was a document of slavery? They started thinking of control centuries before, while the common American sees only to the end of his nose and that's the future. The patriots don't even see that far as they are always looking back in time to see what happened and can only see 50 years maybe in the past?

This is one reason why after the income tax was repealed back circa 1944/45 when the war ended, as it was strictly a war tax, like the phone tax you all pay today on the Spanish American war that was repealed completely back in 1965; the original was repealed 1903. So you people are being screwed again by the IMF when they refuse to take the Federal Excise tax off your phone billing. This is one tax the phone companies say you can refuse to pay. See atgpress article http://www.atgpress.com/court/phonecase/034.htm

The income war tax was kept alive by the IMF so it could better implement its plan to control and tax the people of America, as they are doing today. Remember they came into existence at the end of WWII and were footing the money to both sides in the war and they wanted to make sure they got their money, since Roosevelt pledged all your property to pay the debts back in 1933. You have to read International Agreements Other than Treaties and in there at the opening page 1401 there is the Articles of agreement of the United States and the International Monetary Fund 59 Stat 512 December 27 1954. They are all criminals from the President on down as they all are private corporations Not only are we controlled by private corporations called "government" but foreign corporations like IRS/IMF/ Interpol. Yes, Interpol because little do you know that the Attorneys General of the United States, since 1938, have been the Top Interpol agents and they, like Paulson, are not paid by the corporate United States. They are both paid by the International banking the Fund and the Bank If you want that info go to John Nelson's article on the Internet: http://famguardian.org/Subjects/LawAndGovt/NewWorldOrder/DeclarationToAbolishUSGov.htm. It's all under commerce as the world has been since the days of Hammurabi and that goes back to 1600 BC. Here from the 1990 United States Government's on the Manual on page 390 it states and quoted exactly as you see it;

"United States participation in INTERPOL began in 1938 by Congressional authorization, designating the Attorney General as the official representative to the organization. INTERPOL operations were interrupted during World War II, but resumed in 1945. The Attorney General designated the Secretary of the Treasury as the U.S. representative to INTERPOL in 1958, and the U.S. National Central Bureau was established within the Treasury Department in 1969."

If I posted all that follows you would think I was talking about a foreign government, not your so sweet United States that is to protect you the common man. No, it was to destroy you, the common man, when the Revolutionary war of 1776 was completed and didn't. Kruscchev, the Russian said, "You would be destroyed from within". They are doing it right under your noses and you play with all your toys while they do it. Sort of like Caesar, when he fiddled while Rome was destroyed.

You never were free, people of America. You are controlled by private corporate establishments and I don't care if they call themselves the individual States, like the STATE of NORTH CAROLINA , term i.e. "this state" or the UNITED STATES or the UNITED STATES belonging to (OF) America. They are all private corporations, the bane of all mankind. In case you are wondering where Interpol came from, it was from the Nazi SS and other frictions of the German army that broke free and created their own organization in 1923 to gather info for Hitler before he came into power. After the war they stayed as they are today, only presented themselves as protectors of crimes world wide, Yeah, right. You would have to obtain the GAO Briefing Report to the Chairman: A subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights, Committee on the Judiciary, US House of Representatives June 1987. Yes, they all know they are dealing in powerful foreign organizations that rule you and everyone in this country. Forget about when the New World Odor is going to take over. They already have, starting in 1945 and they are putting the finishing touches on it as you read this. You might want to read the June 25, 1987 letter to Don Edwards Chairman of the Subcommittee on Interpol, by Arnold Jones, Senior Associate Director of GAO. It's very revealing.

All the GIs in WWII that died was for the foreign powers to take over and this slimy government private corporations) knows it, but pay lip service that they died for your freedom. There has never been a war or police action for your protection. Even the feigned Revolutionary war wasn't for Freedom of the masses but slavery, no matter how they word it. You all love this wonderful government to your tax grave, including inheritance, estate and other death taxes, claiming the slavery document Constitution is yours so that you might control the private corporations. You must believe in this farce as many of you go vote in every election to put these slime balls back in office, in national as well as in state elections, allowing them to pile more dirt on you.

A Disgusted Informer
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stationary, law books and books of reference, and such other articles as may be necessary for use in the District of Columbia and the several collection districts $21,000,000: Provided, That not more than $500,000 of the total amount appropriated herein may be expended by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue for detecting and bringing to trial persons guilty of violating the internal-revenue laws or conspiring at the same, including payments for information and detection of such violation.

To enable the Secretary of the Treasury, to refund money covered into the Treasury as internal-revenue collections, under the provisions of the Act approved May 27, 1908, $320,000.

For refunding taxes illegally collected under the provisions of sections 3220 and 3239, Revised Statutes, as amended by the Act of February 24, 1919, $10,000,000; and not to exceed $1,000,000 of said amount may be used in payment of certified claims over three years old without special appropriation by Congress in each individual case: Provided, That a report shall be made to Congress of the disbursements hereunder as required by the Act of February 24, 1919.

For expenses to enforce the provisions of the "National Prohibition Act" and the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the registration of, with collectors of internal revenue, and to impose a special tax upon, all persons who produce, import, manufacture, compound, deal in, dispense, sell, distribute, or give away opium or cocoa leaves, their salts, derivatives, or preparations, and for other purposes," approved December 17, 1914, as amended by the "Revenue Act of 1918," including the employment of executive officers, agents, inspectors, chemists, assistant chemists, supervisors, clerks, and messengers in the field and in the bureau of internal revenue in the District of Columbia, to be appointed as authorized by law; the securing of evidence of violations of the acts, and for the purchase of such supplies, equipment, mechanical devices, laboratory supplies, books, necessary printing and binding and such other expenditures as may be necessary in the District of Columbia and several field offices, and for rental of necessary quarters, $4,500,000: Provided, That not to exceed $49,500 of the foregoing sum shall be expended for rental of quarters in the District of Columbia: Provided further, That not to exceed $750,000 of the foregoing sum shall be expended for enforcement of the provisions of the said Act of December 17, 1914.

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue shall submit to Congress on the first day of its next regular session, a detailed statement showing the number, designation, and annual rate of compensation of the persons employed and the amounts expended for rent and other authorized purposes in the District of Columbia from the foregoing appropriations for internal revenue.

INDEPENDENT TREASURY.

Section 3595 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as amended, providing for the appointment of an Assistant Treasurer of the United States at Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, New Orleans, Saint Louis, San Francisco, Cincinnati, and Chicago, and all laws or parts of laws so far as they authorize the establishment or maintenance of offices of such Assistant Treasurers or of Sub-treasurers of the United States are hereby repealed from and after July 1, 1921; and the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to discontinue from and after such date or at such earlier date or dates as he may deem advisable, such subtreasuries and the exercise of all duties and functions by such assistant treasurers or their offices. The office of each assistant treasurer specified above and the services of any officers or other employees assigned to duty
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at his office shall terminate upon the discontinuance of the functions of that office by the Secretary of the Treasury.

The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized, in his discretion, to transfer any or all of the duties and functions performed or authorized to be performed by the assistant treasurers above enumerated, or their offices, to the Treasurer of the United States or the mint or assay offices of the United States, under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe, or to utilize any of the Federal reserve banks acting as depositaries or fiscal agents of the United States, for the purpose of performing any or all of such duties and functions, notwithstanding the limitations of section 15 of the Federal reserve Act, as amended, or any other provisions of law: Provided, That if any moneys or bullion, constituting part of the trust funds or other special funds hereafter required by law to be kept in the Treasury office, shall be deposited with any Federal reserve bank, such moneys or bullion shall by such bank be kept separate and distinct from the assets, funds, and securities of the Federal reserve bank and be held in the joint custody of the Federal reserve agent and the Federal reserve bank: Provided further, That nothing in this section shall be construed to deny the right of the Secretary of the Treasury to use member banks as depositaries as heretofore authorized by law.

The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized to assign any or all of the rooms, vaults, equipment, and safe or spaces in the buildings used by the subtreasuries to any Federal reserve bank acting as fiscal agent of the United States.

All employees in the subtreasuries in the classified civil service of the United States, who may so desire, shall be eligible for transfer to classified civil service positions under the control of the Treasury Department, or if their services are not required in such department they may be transferred to fill vacancies in any other executive department with the consent of such department. To the extent that such employees possess required qualifications, they shall be given preference over new appointments in the classified civil service under the control of the Treasury Department in the cities in which they are now employed.

BALTIMORE, OFFICE OF ASSISTANT TREASURER: Assistant treasurer, $4,500; cashier, $2,500; paying teller, $3,000; receiving teller, $1,500; exchange teller, $1,500; vault clerk, $1,800; clerks—two at $1,000 each, three at $1,400 each, three at $1,200 each, three at $1,000 each; messenger, $800; three watchmen, at $720 each; in all, $31,500.

BOSTON, OFFICE OF ASSISTANT TREASURER: Assistant treasurer, $5,000; cashier, $3,500; paying teller, $2,500; vault clerk, $2,000; receiving teller, $2,000; redemption teller, $1,800; clerks—one $2,000, five at $1,500 each, one $1,500, one $1,400; two at $1,200 each, three at $1,100 each, four at $1,000 each; chief guard, $1,100; three watchmen, at $850 each; laborer and guard, $720; four money counters and handlers for money laundry machines, at $300 each; in all, $46,570.

CHICAGO, OFFICE OF ASSISTANT TREASURER: Assistant treasurer, $5,000; cashier, $3,000; assistant cashier, $2,500; vault clerk, $2,250; paying teller, $2,500; receiving teller, $2,500; redemption teller, $2,000; change teller, $2,000; receiving teller, $2,000; two bookkeepers, at $1,500 each; clerks—one $1,750, one $1,600, nine at $1,500 each, thirteen at $1,200 each; attendant for money laundry machines, $1,200; hall man, $1,100; messenger, $800; three watchmen, at $720 each; janitor, $720; eight money counters and handlers for money laundry machines, at $850 each; in all, $71,420.

CINCINNATI, OFFICE OF ASSISTANT TREASURER: Assistant treasurer, $4,500; cashier, $2,250; paying teller, $2,000; receiving teller, $1,500;